Travelling from the airport

Towards MPQ in Garching (from the airport):
Take the S1 directed to Ostbahnhof and exit at Neufahrn. There you can take Bus No. 690 to
Garching Forschungszentrum. (For this option please buy the “outer district” ticket)
You could also take the S1 or S8 (big green/white S sign) = direction “Central
Station/Marienplatz” to go to Munich. (The S8 is quicker, S1 has more stops; they run every 510 min). At Marienplatz you have to change to the U6 towards Garching Forschungszentrum
and exit at the last stop Garching Forschungszentrum. (You’ll have to buy an entire Network
ticket for this option.)
(If you want to go to the Hotel in Garching see option below)
Towards Munich from the airport
Take the S1 or S8 (big green/white S sign) = direction “Central Station/Marienplatz”.
(The S8 is quicker, S1 has more stops; they run every 5-10 min).

Travelling from the main train station in Munich
To travel to the MPQ, take the subway U2 (towards Messestadt) to Sendlinger Tor. From there
you take the U6 directed to Garching Forschungszentrum to the final destination Garching
Forschungszentrum.
To travel to the Hotel Hauser from the Main station please take the S1 (direction: München
Ost) towards Marienplatz. At Marienplatz change to U6 (direction: Garching
Forschungszentrum) and exit at Universität.

Ticket Options:
If you arrive at the airport and travel to Garching or Munich, please buy a single trip ticket
unless you need to go somewhere else on the day of your arrival (LMU and/or MPQ). Then you
can purchase a day ticket.
Single day ticket: for one person (for one day)

To choose which ticket you need, it is important to know the Zones:
Airport towards Garching Forschungszentrum (MPQ) = outer district
(red, green and yellow = 3 zone)
Airport towards Munich City Center

= entire Network
(red, green, yellow, white = 4 zone)

Garching towards Munich City Center (Marienplatz) = MUNICH XXL
Or main train station
(green and white = 3 zones)
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Buy tickets
There are ticket machines at almost every stop where you can purchase your ticket.

IMPORTANT!
Your Tickets must be stamped prior to the start of your journey.
These tickets only become valid for travel once they have been validated in this way at the
machines provided for this purpose.

Ticket prices (May 2018)
Single day ticket

single tickets

Outer district = 6.70€

3 Zones = 8.70€

Entire Network = 13.00€

4 Zones = 11.60€

Munich XXL = 8.90 €

You can pay for your tickets by credit card (or EC, debit card, cash) at all MVG ticket machines
with touchscreen located in U-Bahn (underground) stations. Accepted credit cards:
MasterCard, VISA and American Express.
You can find a personal journey planner under:
https://www.mvv-muenchen.de/en/journey-planer/index.html
If you want to go into town from Garching take the U6 towards Marienplatz/Klinikum
Großhadern. If you exit at Marienplatz you are right in the city center of Munich. To get to the
LMU exit at Universität.

How to reach your Hotel and the LMU:
To get to Hotel Hauser in Munich:
Coming from the airport with the S-Bahn (rapid train), get off at Marienplatz and change to the
subway. Follow the blue-white U sign (stands for U-Bahn or underground) and take the U3
direction Odeonsplatz/Olympia Einkaufszentrum or the U6 direction Odeonsplatz/Garching.
Get off after two stops at Universität, take the exit Schellingstraße, and your hotel is at
Schellingstraße 11. LMU university physics department is Schellingstr. 4, so you are very close to
university and in the middle of a beautiful part of town.
If you want to go to the MPQ from Munich, take the U6 directed to Garching/Forschungszentrum
and exit at the last stop Garching/Forschungszentrum.

To get to Hotel Marias Inn in Garching from the airport:
Take any rapid-transit railway (S-Bahn) to “MARIENPLATZ”. Change to U6 direction Garching
Forschungszentrum and exit at the station Garching. From here it is about 600 m walk north on
the “Freisinger Landstraße” to the Hotel.
You can also take the rapid-transit railway (S-Bahn) S8 towards Herrsching and exit in Ismaning.
From the bus No. 230 will bring you to Garching and stop at the Hotel.
To get to the MPQ you can take Bus No. 292 and 230 towards “Garching Forschungszentrum”
and exit at Boltzmannstraße. There is a bus stop close to the Hotel at Lehrer-Stieglitz-Straße.

How to get to the MPQ from the subway station U6 Garching Forschungszentrum:
exit Boltzmannstraße/Ludwig Prandtl-Straße/MPQ (compare signs on U-Bahn platform)
walk straight on (you pass the technical University of mathematics and computer science on the
right hand side).
When the street bends to the right hand side you can already see the MPQ sign, then it is
another 100 m walk
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Subway, Railroad Network maps:
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